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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
03/18/15  

The bears retain control ahead of FOMC statement release  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +2.50, SILVER -3.80, PLATINUM +1.90  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,149.00,-$5.75 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
341,250 tons -1,550 tons Shanghai copper stocks +19,194  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mostly higher overnight, with more upside 
follow through seen in Asia. The Japanese Nikkei pushed into a fresh 15-year high after trade figures showed the 
smallest deficit in two-years, as well as gains in Sony and a limit up move in the shares of Nintendo. China's 
Shanghai Composite closed higher for the sixth consecutive session following soft domestic housing data that 
bolstered the case for more central bank easing. Meanwhile, European shares danced around unchanged levels, 
with modest profit-taking in the German DAX that slipped back below the 12,000 level. The FTSE 100 showed 
upside leadership as the claimant count slipped to the lowest level since 2008 and from a strong showing in the 
shares of Standard Chartered. US equity markets hugged the flat line during the initial morning hours, with some 
apprehension ahead of this afternoon's FOMC post meeting commentary. The US focus is on the Fed, potential 
changes in the post meeting statement, commentary from Janet Yellen and prospects for a mid-year rate hike.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
As feared gold finally failed at the $1,150 level in the face of resurgent deflationary concerns, that in turn, were 
brought on by slack US scheduled data and fresh new lows in crude oil prices yesterday. Clearly weakness in the 
Dollar hasn't able to support gold and silver prices this week, perhaps because slack economic views and a 
hawkish Fed potential ahead is a double negative for the bull camp. With both gold and silver derivative holdings 
declining again overnight there continues to be a lack of bargain-hunting buying which in turn might suggest that 
prices might not be that close to a bottom yet! With anything slightly hawkish from the FOMC this afternoon June 
Gold prices could fall right back to their November 2014 lows. In order to assume a bottom is approaching we 
need to see signs of bargain-hunting buying of futures, physical gold and or rising inflows into derivative 
investments. As it stands, buyers are not showing up in numbers and we doubt that the net spec and fund long in 
gold futures is approaching what we would suggest is a mostly liquidated positioning. However, conservative bear 
players might consider banking short-side profits ahead of the US FOMC statement release this afternoon (1:00 
PM CDT/6:00 PM GMT), or shorts might consider the purchase of protective calls as June Gold from the 2015 
highs to the lows on Tuesday showed a loss of roughly $167 an ounce and therefore, the short-covering action 
could be significant if the Fed leaves the word "patient" in its statement today. Those wanting to be position long 
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August and September Gold calls for this summer's South African wage talks might want to average in a portion 
of calls ahead of the FOMC statement release, with the other half coming in on any return to the November 2014 
lows.  

 

PLATINUM  
A sharp range-down extension would seem to factor in a good measure of slack forward demand and a measure 
of ongoing deflationary conditions. With technical damage this week leaving the bear camp confident and April 
Platinum at the recent lows already sitting roughly $103 an ounce below the March highs, we would suggest that 
platinum is also factoring-in a hawkish Fed stance. We can't argue against more downside ahead, but we think 
the risk to the shorts is on the rise during the upcoming 12 hours of trading as a patient Fed could pressure the 
Dollar and temporarily lift physical commodities. Unfortunately platinum and palladium derivative holdings 
continued to slide on Tuesday afternoon and that suggests bargain hunting investors are not being enticed to act 
yet.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
The path of least resistance remains down from a fundamental perspective but from a technical perspective, we 
think that gold is short term oversold and the risk of a relief rally off of "no change" at the Fed is on the rise. Short-
term traders might consider tightening downside targets in short gold and silver positions and or implementing 
protective stops on shorts, while longer term players might consider purchasing August or September Gold calls 
on further weakness ahead of the Fed statement. We would suggest that palladium and platinum shorts bank 
their profits and stand aside ahead of the FOMC.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
03/18/15  
More down but looking for a bottom later today  

 

GENERAL: A big-range failure in May Copper suggests that the bull tide has 
now waned, which is not surprising considering the significant slide in US 
Housing Starts yesterday. Copper also seems to be undermined by overt 
weakness in crude oil, residual weakness in equities and weakness in Shanghai 
copper overnight. While LME copper stocks broke the 13 day string of daily 
builds today with a 1,550 ton decline, LME stocks have risen 201,000 tons since 
last August. While severe US winter weather discounted part of the negative impact from the US housing starts 
release yesterday morning, seeing the pattern of weaker than expected US data extended is bothersome to the 
copper bull camp and therefore the Fed statement today should present a critical junction for copper prices.  
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MARKET IDEAS: 
The bias is down with the next lower support point in May Copper seen down at $2.5610, and a failure at that 
level could project a bigger slide down to $2.5340. In order to turn the tide back in favor of the bull camp in copper 
might require a rise and close in May copper back above $2.6090.  
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